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Get ready for an adventure
service trip of a lifetime!!

Experience Jogja in the raw!
Its people, its simply delicious food, its cave
tubing and help its wildlife - orang-utans, gibbons
and more. Your team will help at the resuce
centre which is famous for successfully
rehabilitating many birds and small mammals and
as a rescue centre for larger animals.
Your students will play a tangible part in helping
these animals which have been caught in the
illegal wildlife trade. A sad and touching
experience that generates a fire in the belly
and urge to help them.
You will also go to the beach for some R&R and
learning about the local coastal communities and
help them with their interesting farming
techniques.
The adventure is then spiced up with a
truly unique experential day. Tandom abseil down
into a cave, yes down! Then brave the rapids in
the dark and light through the cave system! A
truly awesome day!
Finally visit the temples of Borobudur – the
largest buddhist temple in the world. Eventually,
shop till you drop or at least until the plane
departs.

Fostering global
citizenship in
volunteers
Learn about illegal
wildlife trade,
conservation
issues and
poaching.

Jogjakarta, a place that will win your heart,
an adventure you will always remember.
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ECO-TALKS AT YOUR
SCHOOL / UNIVERSITY
Did you know that we can host
relevant environmental lessons and
eco-talks to your students at your
school or via skype?
Our specialties lie in marine and
rainforest conservation, but we have
in-house professionals who can
provide sessions about various other
topics.

This project has been fully risk assessed and this is
available upon request.
We take pride in our health and safety record, and only
offer projects which are committed to high levels of health
and safety.
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